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Abstract. A notion of stability of dynamics under distant perturbations is introduced. It is demon-
strated, for quasi-local systems, that the stability of an equilibrium state under the same perturbations
implies the state is factorial, i.e. strongly clustering in space. We also characterize the set of perturbations
necessary to ensure the equivalence of stability and factorialness.

1. Introduction

Several characterizations of pure thermodynamic phases have been proposed;
each such proposal emphasizes a different aspect of the equilibrium phenomena.
The aspects which have received most attention are either kinematical

a) spatial cluster properties,
b) extremality among the class of all equilibrium states,

or dynamical
c) stability under dynamical perturbations,
d) temporal cluster properties.
The purpose of this note is to examine some of the interrelationships between

properties a, b, and c, in the framework of quantum statistical mechanics.
For simple quantum models, such as spin systems with short range interactions,

the connections between points a and b, have been reasonably well understood.
The dynamics in these models is provided by a strongly continuous one-parameter
group of automorphisms τ of a C* algebra 91 of kinematical observables and the
thermodynamic limits of finite volume Gibbs equilibrium states form the set
(or possibly a subset) of τ-KMS states over 91. These states, ω, form a convex set
with extremal points; a state is extremal in this set if, and only if, it is a factor state.
On the other hand a state of such a system is factorial if, and only if, it possesses
a strong spatial cluster property of the Powers type. We demonstrate that the
states which are stable under udistant" dynamical perturbations are factor states
and hence provide a connection with property c.

The stability criterion is of the following nature. For each P = P* e 91 we
define local perturbations ωP and τp oϊω and τ and then consider sets of perturba-
tions, typically perturbations which recede in configuration space, which leave
the dynamics stable in the sense that:

AeSBL.
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The requirement of purity of ω is that

ωP (A) >ω(A), Ae%
α α

and we show that this implies that ω is a factor state. Moreover we characterize
exactly the set of stabilizers {Pα} necessary to enforce the equivalence of the factor
property and this form of dynamical stability.

This stability criterion is possibly of greater interest for more complex models
whose equilibrium states are no longer KMS with respect to a global dynamical
group but satisfy this property with respect to a modular group which varies from
state to state. In this context stability under distant perturbations again implies
the factor property and hence spatial clustering. More generally this form of
perturbation can isolate subphases of a general state and provide a basis for the
decomposition of Gibbs states into pure phases.

2. Boundary Perturbations

Throughout this section we consider a pair (91, τ) consisting of C* algebra
with identity, 91, and a strongly continuous one parameter group τ of auto-
morphisms of 21. We associate to each self-adjoint P e 91 a perturbed group of
automorphisms by the definition [1]

τfU) = τ,U)+ Σ i" ί dSι...dsn[τSι(P),l..lτSn(P),τt(Am]

and a similar formula for t S 0. We will be particularly interested in sets of perturba-
tions which leave τ asymptotically invariant.

Definition ί1. A stabilizer of (21, τ) is defined as a directed set 0* = {Pa} of self-
adjoint, τ-analytic elements Pa of 91 with the properties that | |PJ and IKCPJH
are bounded uniformly α and

lim ||τf '{A) - τt(A)\\ = 0, A e 91, t e 1R .
α

Next, let ω be a state over 91 which satisfies the τ-KMS condition [2]. For each
perturbation P = P* e 9ί there exists a τp-KMS vector state ωP of ω given by
[3,4]

ωP{A) = ω(WPA)/ω(WP) = ω{Vf A VP)/ω{V^ VP) (1)
where

WP=l-Σ(-Vn ί ds1...ds,,ti,.(P)...τ(,I(P) (2)

and
VP=t+ Σ I" 1 )" ί dSl...dsnτiSι(P)...τiSn(P). (3)

In fact these formulas are only strictly valid for those P such that
has an analytic extension to the strip 0 ̂  lmί ^ 1. They can be extended to general
P by strong limiting in the representation space 2tfω associated with ω [3]. If πω

1 The requirements of τ-analyticity (see [2] and [7]) and uniform boundedness seem unnatural
but are essentially justified by the characterization provided by Theorem 2.
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and Ωω denote the representation and cyclic vector associated with ω and P 1 ? P2

are τ-analytic one has the useful estimate [4]

\\πω(VPί) Ωω - πω(VP2) ΩJ ̂  J ^ Δ l e x p j ^ j (4)

where | |P | | =Max( | |P 1 | | , \\P2\\). Another useful estimate [5] is the following

e-ωiP)^e-1^ (5)
and hence

ω(VPl)Ωω πω(VP2)Ωω
\ωPι(A)-ωP2(A)\£2\\A\\

\\πω(VP2)Ωω

Our first result is the following

Theorem 1. Let ω be a τ-KMS state over the C*-algebra 21. For each P = P* e 21
let τp and ωP denote the perturbed group of automorphisms and the perturbed
τp-KMS state, as defined above, respectively.

If ω is a factor state it follows that

(A) = ω(A), AeM

for every stabilizer 0> = {Pα} of (21, τ).

Proof. As ||τ ί (Pα)|| is bounded uniformly in α it follows from the Phragmen-
Lindelof version of the maximum modulus principle (see [6] page 243) that
||τ iy(Pα)|| is also uniformly bounded for 0 ̂  Imy ^ 1. One then concludes from (2)
and (5) that WPJω(WPJ is uniformly bounded. Let W be a weak limit point of
this family represented on J^ω and consider the state

= {Ωω9Wπω{A)Ωω), Ae<&.

This state is a weak limit point of the ωPχ and by the following lemma is τ-KMS.

Lemma 1. Let τα be a directed set of strongly continuous one parameter groups
of automorphisms of a C* algebra 21 which converge strongly to τ i.e.

lim \\τa

t(A) - τ,(4)|| = 0 , A e 21, teIR .
α

Further let ωα be a set of τα-KMS states over 2ί and ω a weak* limit point of ωa.
It follows that ω is τ-KMS.

Proof. To each A e 21 we associate a regularized Aa(f) e 21 by the definition

where / is a function whose fourier transform / is C00 with support in the interval
\p\ ^ a. It follows by easy estimates that

where
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Hence for any interval / c 1R

j ds\f(s-z)\+
sφl sel

J ds—^ J
sφI-Rez 1+S s e j se/-Rez

Using the strong continuity of the τα and their convergence on the real axis to τ,
we deduce that

UmK(Ax(f))-τz(A(f))\\=O

for all z e K where K C C is compact. Thus for all A, B e 21 one has

= limωx(AJf)B)
a

= ω(Bτ(μ(/)))

but this ensures that ω is τ-KMS by the usual arguments involving analytic
elements [2,7].

Returning to the proof of Theorem 1 we deduce that

= (Ωω,Wπω(A)Ωω)

is τ-KMS with Weπ'ύ But it then follows from [8,9] (see also [10]) that

As ω is factorial this implies, however, that W is the identity and ώ = ω. Thus
we conclude that all weak limit points of the WPJω(WPJ are identical and the
operators converge weakly. Hence the ωPa converge in the weak* topology to ω.
This completes the proof of the theorem.

Next we wish to prove a converse to Theorem 1 but for this we need further
structural assumptions on 21 and ω. The reason that more detailed structure is
necessary is the possible non-existence of stabilisers of (91, τ). This does not affect
the veracity of Theorem 1 but reduces it to an empty statement; it would, however,
render the proof of the converse impossible.

We will consider algebras with the quasi-local structure encountered in
quantum statistical mechanics and then restrict our attention to locally normal
states. There are two possible choices of statistic, bose or fermi, of which we
consider only the former. Our results can be extended to the fermi case with
minor modifications (see, for example, [11]).

Specifically we define the C* algebra 21 to be a quasi-local algebra if it possesses
a family *ΆΛ of subalgebras, where A runs over either the bounded open subsets
of 1RV or the finite subsets of Έv, satisfying the following;

1. (J %Λ is norm dense in St.
A

2. Λ1 C Λ2 implies 9ϊΛ l Q %Al.
3. each 21^ is isomorphic to the algebra 23 (Jd) °f all bounded operators on

some Hubert space 3tfΛ.
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4. Λ1nΛ2 = 0 implies [91^, 91^] = 0.
A locally normal state over a quasi-local algebra 91 is defined as a state ω with

the property that

for each A, where ρΛ is a positive trace class operator. (The isomorphism between
S&Λ and 93 ( ^ ) is left implicit.)

Before proceeding we demonstrate that if 9ί is quasi-local, and τ arbitrary,
then (91, τ) possesses stabilisers. We first remark that condition 4 above ensures
the existence of a sequence Bne^ΆΛ + n such that \\Bn\\ is uniformly bounded and

for all AeSΆ. Next form

Bn{f)=\dtτt{Bn)f{t)

where / is a function whose Fourier transform is C00 with compact support. It
follows that Bn(f) is τ-analytic and ||τ£(.BΛ(y))|| is uniformly bounded in n,

\\φn(f))\\ £ \\Bn\\ Cf

where Cf is independent of n (compare the proof of Lemma 1). One also has for
each interval / C 1R

\\lBn(f)9A]\\^2\\BH\\ \\A\\ j dt\f(t)\+ J dt\f{t)\ \lBn,τ_t(A)-\\\.
tφl tel

Exploiting the strong continuity of τ, or using the Lebesque Lemma, one easily
concludes that

lim\\lBn(f)9A]\\=0

for all ,4 e 21.
Finally if Bn is self-adjoint and / real then Bn(f) is self-adjoint and

\\τ?»W(A)-τt(A)\\ = \\] d
o

Combining these estimates and again using the Lebesque Lemma one has

l im | | τ f» ( / ) (>4)-τ f μ) | |=0
n-> oo

for all Ae% i.e. {£„(/)} is a stabilizer of (91,τ).
We are now in a position to characterize the factorial τ-KMS states of a quasi-

local algebra. The following theorem restates a number of well-known facts, for
completeness, but also gives a stability characterization.

Theorem 2. Let ωbea locally normal, τ-KMS state, over a quasi-local algebra 91.
For each P = P* e 91 let τp and ωP denote the perturbed group of automorphisms
and the perturbed τp-KMS state respectively.
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The following conditions are equivalent
1. ω is a factor state.
2. Given AeSΆ and ε > 0 there is a A such that

\ω(AB)-ω(A)ω{B)\<ε\\B\\

for all Be \J 91,1.
Λ'nΛ = 0

3. ω is extremal τ-KMS.
4. For every stabiliser 2P = {Pa} of (91, τ)

lim cop (A) = ω (A), ^4e9ί.
a α

This theorem expresses the equivalence between the various characterizations
of pure phases mentioned in the introduction. The equivalence between Condi-
tions 1 and 2 is a property of the Powers type; proofs can be found in [11,12]. The
equivalence of 1 and 3 is established in [8, 9] and summarized in [10]. The implica-
tion 1 => 4 is established in Theorem 1 and it remains to prove that 4 => 1.

It is the equivalence of Condition 4 with the other conditions that essentially
justifies our definition of stabiliser. We will deduce 4=> 1 by proving that if 1 is
false then 4 is false. Assume that 3 ω contains a non-trivial hermitian element z.
For quasi-local algebras and locally normal states it is known [13,11] that

A \Λ'nΛ = U>

This characterization, the Kaplansky density theorem, and the density of the
(ΆΛ in 91, then ensure the choice of a directed set of self adjoint Ba e 91 such that
||J3J is uniformly bounded

and

Forming the regularized Ba(f) as before we note that {#«(/)} is a stabiliser of
(91, τ).

Now as ω is τ-KMS it is in particular τ-invariant and there exists a strongly
continuous one parameter group of unitaries Uω acting on J^ω such that

nω(τt(A)) = Uω(t) πω(A) Uω(t)~x, t e 1R, A e 91
and

Uω{t)z = zUω(t), ί e I R , z e 3 ω

(see for example [14]). Thus

\\K(Ba(f))-Sdtf(t)z)φ\\

£ S dt\f(t)\\\{πω(B)-z)Uω(t)ψ\\ .

Taking J dtf(t) = 1 we deduce that s - limπω(Bα(/)) = z. Now let us consider

the convergence of the perturbed states associated with the stabilizer. These
states are of the form

ωBcΛf)(A) = (ψ(Ba(f% πJA) w{Ba{f)))l\\ψ(Ba(f))\\2
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where we have used Araki's notation [3]

ψ(h)= Σ (-IF ί ds1...dsnUω(is1)hUω(i(s2-sί))...Uω(i(sn-sn_1))hΩω

for each h e π'ά
But Proposition 4.1. of [3] establishes that if h^eπ'^ converges strongly to

heπ'ά then ψ(ha) converges strongly to ψ(h). Thus ψ(Ba(f)) converges strongly to
ψ(z). But as z commutes with Uω the vector ψ(z) is easily evaluated and one has

Therefore

limωBalf)(A) = (Ωωπω(A) e-zΩω)/(Ωω, e'zΩω) * ω(A)

and Condition 4 is false. This proves the theorem. In fact we have established more
concerning the structure of KMS states and stabilizers.

Theorem 3. Let ω be a locally normal τ-KMS state over a quasi-local C*
algebra 31 and let ώ be any τ-KMS state which is majorized by ω.

Given ε > 0 there exists a stabilizer Θ> = {Pα} of (91, τ) such that

sup limωPκ(A)-ώ(A)/\\A\\<ε.
AeM

Proof. Each τ-KMS state ω which is majorized by ω is of the form [8-10]

ώ(A) = {Ωω9Tπω(A)Ωω)

where Te 3 ω , 0 ̂  T ̂  1, and

( Ω ω , Γ Ω J = l .

Now introduce Tn by

and note that 0 ̂  ΓB ^ 1, ΓB e 3 ω , and

( Ω ω , Γ B Ω J = l

The states ωB determined by Tn, i.e.

ω π μ ) = (Ωω,Tnπω(/

are also τ-KMS and satisfy the estimate

\o)n{A)-&{A)\^2

Hence given ε > 0 one can choose n such that

Finally if zn is defined by zn = log 1 H 1 / Γ H one has 0 ̂  zM <£ logn i.e. zΠ

is bounded, and e~Zn/ω(e~Zn)= Tw.
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But in the proof of Theorem 2 we have constructed a stabilizer such that each
state of the form ωn can be attained as a weak limit. This completes the proof of
the theorem.

3. Weak Boundary Perturbations

In quantum statistical mechanics the basic assumptions used in the previous
section are often invalid, e.g. there appears to be no pair (21, τ) with the assumed
properties, associated with the free Bose gas. Thus in this section we attempt to
draw some of the conclusions of the previous section under weaker circumstances.

Throughout this section M will denote a von Neumann algebra acting on a
Hubert space Jf7 and U a strongly continuous one-parameter group of unitaries
on J f which implement automorphisms τ of Jί, i.e.

M eJί\->τt(M) = U(ή MU(-t) e Jί

for all t e 1R, M e Jί. Further ω will denote a state over Jί determined by a cyclic
vector Ω e Jf.

We will need a weaker notion of stabilizer
Definition 2. A stabilizer of (Jί, τ, ω) is defined as a directed set & = {Pα} of

self-adjoint τ-analytic elements Pα of Jί with the properties that | |PJ|, and Hτ^PJH,
are bounded uniformly in α and

Urn | | ( τ f - ( M ) - τ f ( M ) ) V | | = 0

for all M e Jί, t eIR and ψ e jf.
The first question that arises is whether stabilizers exist. We first demonstrate

that {Pa} exist, for a general triplet (Jί, τ, ω) satisfying all the requirements except
the τ-analyticity and the boundedness of ||τf(Pα)||. To construct such a sequence
take zeJίc\Jί' and choose PaeJί such that Pa converges strongly to z. Now if

U(t)=eiHt

and we define

then one can show [/] that

τf«(M)=C/pβ(ί)Mt/P β(-ί)

Thus one estimates, as in Section 2, that

|f|

||(τf«(M)-τt(Λί))v>|| ^ J ds \\[Pα, τs(M)] UPβ-t)ψ\\
o

ί2\\PJ\\M\\\ds\\(UPβ)-UM)ψ\\
0

+ I dsKPa-z,τs(M)lU2(s-t)ψ\\.
o

Hence invoking the uniform boundedness principle and the Lebesque Lemma we
deduce that τfx(M) converges strongly to τt(M) whenever UPoc(t) converges strongly
to Uz(t). But ,f|

||(E/pβ(ί) - Ux(ή)ψ\\ = f ds | | ( P α - z) Uz(s)ψ\\
o

and hence the convergence is ensured.
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If the triplet (M, τ, ω) also satisfies the requirement that the centre of Jί is

left pointwise invariant under τ, i.e. each zeJίnJί' commutes with U(t) for all

t elR, then we can regularize the above set {Pα} with a regularization function /,

as in Section 2, and deduce that the regularized set {Pα(/)} satisfy all the require-

ments of Lemma 2. The argument proceeds as above but uses the strong

convergence of Pa(f) to z times the integral of/.

Theorem 4. Consider a triplet (Jί, τ, ω) as defined above and assume that ω is a

τ-KMS state over Jί.

If ω is stable under perturbations in the sense that

limωP (M) = ω(M), MeJί
a α

for all stabilizers 0* — {Pα} of (Jί, τ, ω) then it follows that Jί is a factor.

If, on the other hand, ώ is a τ-KMS state majorized by ω then, for each ε > 0,

there exists a stabilizer of (Jί, τ, ω) such that

sup | ώ ( M ) - l i m ω P (M) |/ | |M| | < e .
MeJί a *

The proof of the theorem copies the proofs of Theorem 2 and 3. One also uses the

new definition of a stabilizer, the pointwise in variance of JίnJί' under τ which

follows from the KMS condition (see, for example [10,14]) and the fact established

above, that each zeJίr\Jί' can be strongly approximated by a stabilizer.
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